Division Word Problems

Directions: Solve the word problems relating to the situation below.

Jon at Red’s Home Improvement is preparing new displays in the store.

1. Jon has a shipment of 180 washers that he needs to put into boxes of 10. How many boxes can Jon make?

2. There are 5 containers of nails with a total of 800 nails among them. Jon puts them in 8 displays around the store. How many nails can be put in each display?

3. Jon sorts a shipment of screws into 5 bins. There are 550 screws. How many screws are in each bin?
**ANSWER KEY**

1. Jon has a shipment of 180 washers that he needs to put into boxes of 10. How many boxes can Jon make? **18 boxes**

2. There are 5 containers of nails with a total of 800 nails among them. Jon puts them in 8 displays around the store. How many nails can be put in each display? **100 nails**

3. Jon sorts a shipment of screws into 5 bins. There are 550 screws. How many screws are in each bin? **110 screws**